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The Bird is Her Reason

There are some bodies that emerge

                                                       into desire as a god

rises from the sea, emotion and

                           memory hang like dripping clothes—this

                want is like

                                      entering that heated red

 

on the mouth of a Delacroix lion,

                stalwart, always that red

                             which makes

my teeth ache and my skin feel

          a hand that has never touched me,

                                       the tree groaning outside becomes

                         a man who knocks on my bedroom window,

edge of red on gold fur,

                          the horse, the wild

flip of its head, the rake of claws

                           across its back, the unfocussed,

                                                                      swallowed eye.

           



Rare High Meadow of Which I Might Dream is a book haunted by the afterlife of medieval theology and
literature yet grounded in distinctly modern quandaries of desire. Connie Voisine’s female speakers
reverberate with notes of Marie de France’s tragic heroines, but whereas Marie’s poems are places where
women’s longings quickly bloom and die in captivity—in towers and dungeons—Voisine uses narrative to
suspend the movement of storytelling. For Voisine, poems are occasions for philosophical wanderings,
extended lyrics that revolve around the binding and unbinding of desire, with lonely speakers struggling with
the impetus of wanting as well as the necessity of a love affair’s end. With fluency, intelligence, and deeply
felt emotional acuity, Rare High Meadow of Which I Might Dream navigates the heady intersection of
obsessive love and searing loss.   

           

Praise for Cathedral of the North

“Voisine’s poetry is wholly unsentimental, tactile, and filled with unexpected beauty. She is political in the
best sense. ....
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From reader reviews:

Ebony Lower:

Here thing why that Rare High Meadow of Which I Might Dream (Phoenix Poets) are different and
trustworthy to be yours. First of all studying a book is good but it really depends in the content of it which is
the content is as delicious as food or not. Rare High Meadow of Which I Might Dream (Phoenix Poets)
giving you information deeper since different ways, you can find any e-book out there but there is no
publication that similar with Rare High Meadow of Which I Might Dream (Phoenix Poets). It gives you thrill
studying journey, its open up your own eyes about the thing that will happened in the world which is maybe
can be happened around you. You can bring everywhere like in park your car, café, or even in your way
home by train. For anyone who is having difficulties in bringing the branded book maybe the form of Rare
High Meadow of Which I Might Dream (Phoenix Poets) in e-book can be your alternative.

Geraldine Dube:

Nowadays reading books become more than want or need but also get a life style. This reading addiction
give you lot of advantages. The benefits you got of course the knowledge the actual information inside the
book this improve your knowledge and information. The information you get based on what kind of e-book
you read, if you want have more knowledge just go with training books but if you want experience happy
read one having theme for entertaining such as comic or novel. Typically the Rare High Meadow of Which I
Might Dream (Phoenix Poets) is kind of e-book which is giving the reader unstable experience.

Leona Ferretti:

This Rare High Meadow of Which I Might Dream (Phoenix Poets) is brand-new way for you who has
intense curiosity to look for some information since it relief your hunger of knowledge. Getting deeper you
onto it getting knowledge more you know or you who still having small amount of digest in reading this Rare
High Meadow of Which I Might Dream (Phoenix Poets) can be the light food in your case because the
information inside this kind of book is easy to get simply by anyone. These books produce itself in the form
and that is reachable by anyone, yes I mean in the e-book application form. People who think that in
publication form make them feel sleepy even dizzy this e-book is the answer. So there is absolutely no in
reading a e-book especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for you actually. So
, don't miss this! Just read this e-book variety for your better life in addition to knowledge.

Larry Turner:

Publication is one of source of know-how. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students and also
native or citizen want book to know the change information of year for you to year. As we know those
ebooks have many advantages. Beside many of us add our knowledge, could also bring us to around the
world. From the book Rare High Meadow of Which I Might Dream (Phoenix Poets) we can get more
advantage. Don't you to definitely be creative people? Being creative person must choose to read a book. Just



simply choose the best book that suitable with your aim. Don't always be doubt to change your life with that
book Rare High Meadow of Which I Might Dream (Phoenix Poets). You can more pleasing than now.
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